Meet
Par-Way Tryson.
We’ll Meet
Your Challenges.

Spray Releases
and Pan Oils
for the
Food Processing
Industry

Innovation,
Service and
Exceptional Quality
to solve your
industrial needs.

Spray releases and pan oils
formulated to bring you better yields,
less waste.
At Par-Way Tryson, our wide range of spray releases and pan
oils is uniquely designed to solve food processing challenges
across a variety of industries. Serving food processing partners in
the bakery, snack, confectionery, processed meat, prepared foods
and pet food industries, to name a few. When you partner with us,
you’ll achieve improved yields and efficiency. Our specialized formulations
will help eliminate sticking, reduce costly waste and minimize food buildup,
making cleanup more efficient.
We will help keep your processes running smoothly while maintaining your
quality assurance standards for product integrity in flavor and appearance.
We offer a wide range of solutions in categories designed to help improve your food processing—
PERFORMANCE

		Surfaces
•
		•
		•
		•

FLAVOR

		Processing Conditions

Molds, pans, sheets and screens
• High heat
Bands, belts and conveyors
		• High sugar
Nettings and casings
Extrusion

APPEARANCE

		Topping Oils

		 Glazes and Adherents		

• Buttery
		• Zesty Garlic
		• Olive

		• Regular
		• Low viscosity

Our clean label
formulations help keep your
ingredient list short.

Products available
in pails, drums
and totes.

Along with improved performance we offer clean label
formulations that are in sync with today’s industry and
customer demands. At Par-Way Tryson we constantly
monitor industry trends and work to provide the specific
solutions that your operation will need. We have a variety
of spray release and pan oil solutions to assist you with
your clean label claims. We have products that are—
Non-GMO
PHO free
Allergen free

Custom formulations—
the innovation you need.
The food processing specialists at Par-Way Tryson are
experts at solving our partner-customers’ specialized and
complex issues. If we’re not currently making a formulation
that precisely fits your specific needs, we’ll create one.
We take great pride in our ability to formulate custom
blends that solve the unique needs of our customers.
It’s one reason so many of our customers think of us as
a partner rather than just a supplier.

Our production team

Family run and made in the U.S.A.
for more than 65 years.
Par-Way Tryson has brought a rich tradition of innovation, service
and exceptional quality to the industrial food processing category
since its founding in 1948. We’re committed not merely to
upholding this legacy, but to building upon it. Since the beginning,
our approach to excellence has centered on one thing: solving
the customer’s problem.
H. Wayne Hanson launched Par-Way Tryson with a special release
coating that prevented bakery goods from sticking to new and
reglazed baking pans, which had been a challenge for bakers
up to that point. As we have grown through the years, we have
taken on—and solved—even more vexing customer challenges
for a wide range of food processing companies.
Today we are strategically poised for the future by being part of
the PLZ Aeroscience family—a leading aerosol manufacturer and
packager with locations throughout the U.S. and Canada.

What challenge may we partner with you to solve?
Learn more at parwaytryson.com/industrial.
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parwaytryson.com/industrial
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